Evaluate the Evidence
Be Informed
Misinformation
NNU and its supporters repeatedly claim that JHH is providing misinformation to staff.
They make it seem like only they are telling the complete story and not in any way
slanting their message to match their views.

Let’s Talk About NNU’s Misinformation
•

Nestor, an NNU consultant told a staff member that we could not lose anything
in a contract, EVER. When the staff member pointed out several examples of
real union contracts where members did have to vote for contracts that lost
benefits, he finally said, “Well, no one can promise it will never happen.”

•

In line with Nestor’s comment, a recent NNU flyer asks, “Why would RNs agree to
benefit takeaways…” This says to me a strike is a likely outcome and NNU/CNAs
history proves that.

•

Nestor also told a staff member that if there was a strike an employee could
cross the picket line without ANY negative repercussions. He confirmed this 3
times. NNUs own constitution leaves room for assessments (fines) for employees
that do not do what NNU wants them to do – and crossing a picket line is NOT
something they want you to do.

•

The NNU consultant’s tout that a union is the only way to go. When asked what
union represented the employees of NNU, Nestor said, the SPCA. When
questioned what those letters meant, he could not immediately give a response.
When he finally did, he said Secretarial, Professional, and Clerical Association. To
date internet searches have not located this supposed union.

•

This same NNU flyer mentions Hopkins profits. Don’t you take the money you
don’t use for your day to day expenses and save it for home remodeling, maybe
new cars or appliances, or a trip, or just in case of emergency?
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